International Coordinator
These statements describe our team and the people who fit best in our culture:
●
●
●
●
●
●

You love Jesus and have a daily relationship with him!
You are passionate about pursuing the fulfillment of the Great Commission among
the unreached!
You are driven to make an eternal difference with your life!
You are self-motivated and sacrifice to do your best work for Him!
You are a team player, able to joyfully submit to the strengths of others!
You are comfortably uncomfortable with putting yourself in a position of total
dependence on God.

We are currently looking for an International Coordinator. Does this describe you?
●
●

●

●

●

You have a sense of calling to international missions and are ready to travel to
unreached people groups and places 2-4 times per year!
You are eager to serve with a team that is focused on accelerating local believers with
local sustainability initiatives.
○ We focus on serving alongside international church planting
teams/organizations who are practicing disciple-making strategies that
multiply, (ex. disciple making movements) helping them to holistically
incorporate bi-vocational tentmaking into their church planting and
multiplication strategies.
You are a developer, ready to help take the areas of international process development
and project management to the next level within Activate.
○ Helping our team to deepen our processes, documenting them, inputting
them into a project management software and managing the software to
align teammates on next steps and follow up actions.
You are detail oriented, able to manage and schedule online & international trainings.
○ Including cross cultural communications with partners to line up times for
trainings. (via email and text platforms like whatsapp, threema, signal etc.)
○ Setting up and maintaining a comprehensive yearly training schedule in excel.
○ Working with our local partners to solidify dates, locations, venues, hosting and
training details in country.
You are ready to learn how to serve as a Kingdom Business trainer and coach!
○ Learning the Activate Kingdom Business manual and teaching it to others
including partnering organizations and our international training teams.

Learning the pre and post training processes to be equipped to conduct pre
and follow up tasks, coaching calls with partners and ongoing impact phases.
You can help develop new training lessons that will serve our partners.
○ Ability to assess and develop curriculum, bringing it to the team for feedback
in order to improve our materials.
○ Assessing needs from across our field partners and develop new lessons to
best serve them.
You are willing to work with a team to create a reporting system that will enhance our
online database and communications efforts.
○ Improving and developing our international reporting system for our partners
to implement easily and for the team to be able to better assess the impact on
the field.
You enjoy utilizing technology to make work most effective and are not intimidated by
learning new software.
○ Ability or willingness to learn new technology platforms for optimal serving.
This includes platforms and apps like Asana, Google Suites, Excel, Slack etc.
You are teachable and flexible, willing to work hard, and are able to communicate with
people who speak English as a second language.
○ Cross-cultural serving experience would be a blessing, but is not required!
You have a regular and intimate rhythm of prayer, reading God's Word, and daily
responding to the Holy Spirit’s direction for your life.
○

●

●

●

●

●

A Note on Next Steps:
This role is open to remote or on location (Lincoln, NE) teammates. If you are interested in this
role, we’d love to hear from you through this form.

Please refer questions to jessica@activateglobal.net

